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Explanation 
In this lab, students will write and edit simple to complex formulas, manually enter functions, and use AutoSum 
functions to calculate spreadsheet data. 
 
Prompts 
There are no prompts for this lab. 
 
Assessment Rubric 

CRITERIA POOR 
0-2 

FAIR 
3-5 

GOOD 
6-8 

EXCELLENT 
8-10 

Score 

Simple Formulas Does not 
understand the 
concept of using 
formulas nor 
how to begin 
entering a 
formula 

Enters a formula 
but does not 
construct it 
properly using 
cell references or 
to yield the 
correct result 

Able to enter a 
proper formula 
using multiple 
methods e.g., 
typing or point-
and-click cell 
references 

Meets previous 
criteria and is 
also able to edit 
formulas using 
the formula bar 

 

Complex 
Formulas 

Does not know 
the order of 
operations or is 
unable to solve 
the equation in 
step 6 of the lab 
procedure 
without using 
Excel 

Correctly solves 
the equation in 
step 6 of the 
procedure but is 
unable to 
construct a 
corresponding 
formula in Excel 

Meets the 
previous criteria 
and writes a 
complex formula 
using correct 
syntax and 
producing the 
correct result 

Meets the 
previous criteria 
and is able to 
write a formula 
in Excel that 
calculates the 
equation in step 
9 of the 
procedure 

 

Functions Not familiar with 
the role of 
functions in a 
formula or the 
syntax to write a 
function 

Able to write a 
function but has 
difficulty with 
syntax, cell 
references, or 
produces an 
incorrect result 

Able to write a 
SUM function 
that references 
the proper cells 
and produces the 
correct result 

Meets the 
previous criteria 
and is able to 
insert functions 
correctly using 
AutoSum 
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SAFETY DISCLAIMER: 
M-SAMC educational resources are in no way meant to be a substitute for occupational safety and health 

standards. No guarantee is made to resource thoroughness, statutory or regulatory compliance, and related 

media may depict situations that are not in compliance with OSHA and other safety requirements. It is the 

responsibility of educators/employers and their students/employees, or anybody using our resources, to comply 

fully with all pertinent OSHA, and any other, rules and regulations in any jurisdiction in which they learn/work.  

M-SAMC will not be liable for any damages or other claims and demands arising out of the use of these 

educational resources.  By using these resources, the user releases the Multi-State Advanced Manufacturing 

Consortium and participating educational institutions and their respective Boards, individual trustees, 

employees, contractors, and sub-contractors from any liability for injuries resulting from the use of the 

educational resources. 

DOL DISCLAIMER: 

This product was funded by a grant awarded by the U.S. Department of Labor’s Employment and Training 

Administration. The product was created by the grantee and does not necessarily reflect the official position of 

the U.S. Department of Labor. The Department of Labor makes no guarantees, warranties, or assurances of any 

kind, express or implied, with respect to such information, including any information on linked sites and 

including, but not limited to, accuracy of the information or its completeness, timeliness, usefulness, adequacy, 

continued availability, or ownership. 

RELEVANCY REMINDER: 
M-SAMC resources reflect a shared understanding of grant partners at the time of development. In keeping with 

our industry and college partner requirements, our products are continuously improved. Updated versions of 

our work can be found here:   http://www.msamc.org/resources.html. 
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